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Transforming professional performance through the power of interaction 

 
“Bedside Manner:” Photographing SPs and Medical Simulations  

 

By Corinne May Botz, New York University 

 

Much of my artwork involves negotiating a relationship: listening, empathy and modes 
representation are of primary concern I must think through aspects of empathy such as 
boundaries, exclusion, identification and projection. The photographs and video that 
comprise Bedside Manner were taken at medical training facilities including NYSIM, 
WISER, Bellevue Hospital, St. Barnabas, Mount Sinai, Pace, Cornell Medical Center, 
Massachusetts General Hospital and Albert Einstein College of Medicine, and focus on 
standardized patients.  
 
I was familiar with early medical photographs which often represented low-income 
subjects who modeled in exchange for services, so when I learned about standardized 
patients, I thought it was a fascinating profession: medical education has clearly come a 
long way! I was especially interested in the fact that the SPs give feedback to medical 
students, thus giving agency to the patient’s experience. My photographs document SPs, 
highlighting the craft of the staged tableaux: the work gains its power by straddling the 
line between fact and fiction. 
 
In my psychologically charged portraits, SPs are depicted as fully engaged in their 
patient portrayal, in the slippery moment when the performance causes the viewer to 
suspend disbelief, comparable to medical students during simulations. The subjects are 
shown isolated, frozen and monitored in moments of pain and self-discovery, as if 
confronting their own mortality. By using two-way mirrors in the training facilities as a 
framing device, viewers are forced to observe these intimate moments from a voyeuristic 
perspective, while put into the role of the doctor and forced to consider ethical issues 
related to seeing. The unreturnable gaze is especially powerful in conjuring the way in 
which photographs can objectify people. Early medical photographs often turned people 
into objects and raise important issues concerning control and disempowerment in 
relation to gender, race and the body. 
 
Subjects perform identity, to some degree, in all photographic portraits. Contemporary 
photography and performance art point to the fluidity of identity and the multitude of ways  
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in which identity is performed. This relates to how trained patients represent illness in 
my images and medical students “play” doctors in these encounters. Although the 
standardized patient may be performing, this doesn’t mean the encounter isn’t “real.” 
These staged representations inform the interaction between patients and doctors in 
important ways. For instance, in order to express their pain/illness, all patients “act” in 
the doctor’s office: their narrative takes illness outside of an individual pathology and 
makes it social and cultural.  
 
My film Bedside Manner constructs/deconstructs a real-life standardized patient 
simulation and creates a complex portrait of the neurologist Dr. Alice Flaherty, who plays 
herself as a doctor, patient and standardized patient. Dr. Flaherty, a neurologist at 
Massachusetts General Hospital, professor of neurology at Harvard Medical School, and 
author of “The Midnight Disease: The Drive to Write, Writer's Block, and the Creative 
Brain,” is currently writing a book about the neuroanatomy of empathy. To paraphrase 
Flaherty, in the film she is a doctor learning how to be a patient, in order to teach doctors 
how to be better doctors. As “doctors” and “patients” rehearse for medical situations, a 
complex web of gazes are exchanged, and underlying issues about authenticity and 
power relationships become apparent. For instance, the first scene of the film depicts a 
reversal of the traditional medical gaze from the patient onto the student-doctor. The 
nervous and vulnerable medical student’s performance leaves us thinking not only 
thinking about what patients feel, but what student doctors feel as they go through the 
process of becoming an “authority.”   
 
Analogous to the construction of a medical write-up in which doctors decide what has 
value and relevance for diagnosis and treatment, viewers of Bedside Manner will be 
challenged to decipher what is authentic in the main character’s narrative. Flaherty says 
in the film, “I think a lot about what counts as real and what counts as false and how 
much of a difference there is.” How does perception and imagination shape medical 
experiences? Simulations delineate a space in which viewers and participants are asked 
to suspend disbelief and rehearse for trauma. David Campany writes about how we 
experience action as image in rehearsals:  
 
“We do things at an estranged and heightened level of representation before we do them 
‘for real’. That’s what rehearsal is.” Bedside Manner is relevant in terms of 
representational strategies in aesthetics, psychology and issues of empathy. By  
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shedding light on the little known field of medical simulations, I hope to bridge the realms 
of art and medicine to initiate an important dialog and exchange.  
 
"Beside Manner" will be exhibited from December 17, 2015 until February 6, 2016 at 
Benrubi Gallery in NYC. Benrubi Gallery is located at 521 West 26th Street, 2nd Floor. 
 
Corinne May Botz is a Brooklyn based artist. She earned a Bachelor degree in Fine Art from Maryland 
Institute, College of Art and a Master of Fine Arts from Milton Avery School of the Arts, Bard College. 
Botz’s photographs have been internationally exhibited at such institutions as the Museum of 
Contemporary Photography, Chicago, Illinois; Wurttembergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart, Germany; De 
Appel, Amsterdam; and Turner Contemporary, Margate, UK. She is the author of Haunted Houses 
(Monacelli Press, 2010) and The Nutshell Studies of Unexplained Death (Monacelli Press, 2004). She is 
the recipient of the both the New York Foundation for the Arts and the Jerome Foundation grants. Botz is 
on the faculty of International Center of Photography and John Jay College of Criminal Justice. 

www.corinnebotz.com 
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